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  The Sniper's Handbook: The 3 Laws of Basketball
Shooting Power & Accuracy Mark Johnston,2020-03-25
Sports education and instructional book designed
to help basketball players develop the most
powerful, accurate, and energy-efficient jump shot
possible.
  American Sniper Chris Kyle,Scott McEwen,Jim
DeFelice,2012-01-03 The #1 New York Times
bestselling memoir of U.S. Navy Seal Chris Kyle,
and the source for Clint Eastwood’s blockbuster,
Academy-Award nominated movie. “An amazingly
detailed account of fighting in Iraq--a
humanizing, brave story that’s extremely
readable.” — PATRICIA CORNWELL, New York Times
Book Review Jaw-dropping...Undeniably riveting.
—RICHARD ROEPER, Chicago Sun-Times From 1999 to
2009, U.S. Navy SEAL Chris Kyle recorded the most
career sniper kills in United States military
history. His fellow American warriors, whom he
protected with deadly precision from rooftops and
stealth positions during the Iraq War, called him
“The Legend”; meanwhile, the enemy feared him so
much they named him al-Shaitan (“the devil”) and
placed a bounty on his head. Kyle, who was
tragically killed in 2013, writes honestly about
the pain of war—including the deaths of two close
SEAL teammates—and in moving first-person passages
throughout, his wife, Taya, speaks openly about
the strains of war on their family, as well as on
Chris. Gripping and unforgettable, Kyle’s
masterful account of his extraordinary battlefield
experiences ranks as one of the great war memoirs
of all time.
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  Joystick Soldiers Nina B. Huntemann,Matthew
Thomas Payne,2009-09-10 Joystick Soldiers is the
first anthology to examine the reciprocal
relationship between militarism and video games.
War has been an integral theme of the games
industry since the invention of the first video
game, Spacewar! in 1962.While war video games
began as entertainment, military organizations
soon saw their potential as combat simulation and
recruitment tools. A profitable and popular
relationship was established between the video
game industry and the military, and continues
today with video game franchises like America’s
Army, which was developed by the U.S.Army as a
public relations and recruitment tool. This
collection features all new essays that explore
how modern warfare has been represented in and
influenced by video games. The contributors
explore the history and political economy of video
games and the military-entertainment complex;
present textual analyses of military-themed video
games such as Metal Gear Solid; and offer
reception studies of gamers, fandom, and political
activism within online gaming.
  The Video Games Guide Matt Fox,2013-01-03 The
Video Games Guide is the world's most
comprehensive reference book on computer and video
games. Presented in an A to Z format, this greatly
expanded new edition spans fifty years of game
design--from the very earliest (1962's Spacewar)
through the present day releases on the
PlayStation 3, Xbox 360, Wii and PC. Each game
entry includes the year of release, the hardware
it was released on, the name of the
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developer/publisher, a one to five star quality
rating, and a descriptive review which offers
fascinating nuggets of trivia, historical notes,
cross-referencing with other titles, information
on each game's sequels and of course the author's
views and insights into the game. In addition to
the main entries and reviews, a full-color gallery
provides a visual timeline of gaming through the
decades, and several appendices help to place
nearly 3,000 games in context. Appendices include:
a chronology of gaming software and hardware, a
list of game designers showing their main titles,
results of annual video game awards, notes on
sourcing video games, and a glossary of gaming
terms.
  Computer Gaming World ,2005
  I, Sniper Stephen Hunter,2009-12-29 The
explosive New York Times bestseller by Stephen
Hunter that sends ex-Marine sniper Bob Lee Swagger
into the thick of an FBI investigation and
features some of the greatest gunfights ever to
grace the page. It takes a seasoned killer… Four
famed ‘60s radicals are gunned down at long range
by a sniper. All the evidence—timeline,
ballistics, forensics, motive, means, and
opportunity—points to Marine war hero Carl
Hitchcock. Even his suicide. The case is almost
too perfect. …to hunt one. Recruited by the FBI to
examine the data, retired Marine sharpshooter Bob
Lee Swagger penetrates the new technology of the
secretive sniper world to unravel a sophisticated
conspiracy run by his most ruthless adversary
yet—a marksman whose keen intellect and pinpoint
accuracy rival his own. But when the enemy and his
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deadly henchmen mistake Bob for the hunted, it’s
clear that some situations call for a good man
with a gun…and the guts to use it.
  Mafia Target Sherman Turner,2019-01-25 AUTHOR'S
BIO, New 2019 Book 'MAFIA TARGET' question, Who
are the real mobsters, Wall-Street Contractors or
SBA Government? Why did minorities and veterans
choose to Stand Their Ground. What were the antics
used to suppress minorities and veterans? What did
Veterans Affairs in Washington DC, tell the
minorities? An Inspirational Story
  Handbook of Research on Digital Citizenship and
Management During Crises Öngün, Erdem,Pembecio?lu,
Nilüfer,Gündüz, U?ur,2021-11-12 Today, individuals
and societies of the digital age are no longer
constrained by conventional contexts, narratives,
settings, and status; they are surrounded and
guided by digital tools and applications leading
to a digital revolution. That digital revolution
changed the individual along with living styles
and cultural and social relations among people.
Moreover, these revolutionary changes and the
increasing capabilities of smart devices have
brought today's people a new kind of public sphere
with questionable freedoms but also restraints in
its digital dimensions. Now, it is possible to
talk about the digital dimension and equivalence
of all the concepts that are both individually and
socially constructed in a new digital world. The
Handbook of Research on Digital Citizenship and
Management During Crises covers many different
components engaged with digital world
responsibilities. The authors assess the position,
status, and reactions of the new citizen against
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future catastrophes. Covering topics such as
epistemic divide, internet addiction, and new
media technologies, this text serves as a cutting-
edge resource for researchers, scholars,
lawmakers, trainers, instructional designers,
university libraries, professors, students, and
academicians.
  Maximum PC ,2006-10 Maximum PC is the magazine
that every computer fanatic, PC gamer or content
creator must read. Each and every issue is packed
with punishing product reviews, insightful and
innovative how-to stories and the illuminating
technical articles that enthusiasts crave.
  How to Play Video Games Nina
Huntemann,2019-03-26 Forty original contributions
on games and gaming culture What does Pokémon Go
tell us about globalization? What does Tetris
teach us about rules? Is feminism boosted or
bashed by Kim Kardashian: Hollywood? How does
BioShock Infinite help us navigate world-building?
From arcades to Atari, and phone apps to virtual
reality headsets, video games have been at the
epicenter of our ever-evolving technological
reality. Unlike other media technologies, video
games demand engagement like no other, which begs
the question—what is the role that video games
play in our lives, from our homes, to our phones,
and on global culture writ large? How to Play
Video Games brings together forty original essays
from today’s leading scholars on video game
culture, writing about the games they know best
and what they mean in broader social and cultural
contexts. Read about avatars in Grand Theft Auto
V, or music in The Legend of Zelda: Ocarina of
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Time. See how Age of Empires taught a generation
about postcolonialism, and how Borderlands exposes
the seedy underbelly of capitalism. These essays
suggest that understanding video games in a
critical context provides a new way to engage in
contemporary culture. They are a must read for
fans and students of the medium.
  Point of Impact Stephen Hunter,2007-02-27 “A
harsh, visceral, novel of conspiracy and betrayal
. . . a distrubing mix that plays on our sense of
history while at the same time it appeals to our
darkest fantasies of rough justice.”—Chicago
Tribune The inspiration for the USA Network series
Shooter He was one the best Marine snipers in
Vietnam. Today, twenty years later, disgruntled
hero of an unheroic war, all Bob Lee Swagger wants
to be left alone and to leave the killing behind.
But with consummate psychological skill, a shadowy
military organization seduces Bob into leaving his
beloved Arkansas hills for one last mission for
his country, unaware until too late that the game
is rigged. The assassination plot is executed to
perfection—until Bob Lee Swagger, alleged lone
gunman, comes out of the operation alive, the
target of a nationwide manhunt, his only allies a
woman he just met and a discredited FBI agent. Now
Bob Lee Swagger is on the run, using his lethal
skills once more—but this time to track down the
men who set him up and to break a dark conspiracy
aimed at the very heart of America.
  Software and CD-ROM Reviews on File ,2003
  The Ultimate Sniper Major John
Plaster,2006-01-01 Through revised text, new
photos, specialised illustrations, updated charts
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and additional information sidebars, The Ultimate
Sniper once again thoroughly details the three
great skill areas of sniping; marksmanship,
fieldcraft and tactics.
  Sniper Elite: Resistance Keith
Richardson,Patrick Goddard,2018-12-11 A brand-new
comic collection spinning out of the world-wide
smash video game series! Karl Fairburne, legendary
sniper for the Special Operations Executive, must
parachute into occupied France on a mission to
destroy a secret weapon, but instead of a silent
mission of sabotage he finds the local resistance
compromised and the SS waiting to play a deadly
game of cat and mouse in the terrified streets of
an ancient town.
  The Master Sniper Stephen Hunter,2010-08-18 In
the death throes of World War II, one man is still
at war, and he’s got got the world’s deadliest
weapon in his hands . . . With a sniper’s rifle he
has calmly executed hundreds of enemy soldiers in
a single battle, and gunned down thousands of
innocent civilians in a single day, waiting
patiently for the barrel of his gun to cool before
resuming his craft . . . It is the spring of 1945.
And Repp, the master sniper, is about to carry out
his final mission—even as Germay’s enemies overrun
it, even while a tired, disorganized team of
American and British agents tries everything in
its power to stop him. Because for Repp, this is
the one job at which he cannot fail. For this
time, he possesses the ultimate killing tool. And
with it, he will commit the ultimate crime. . . .
Praise for The Master Sniper “Mesmerizing
suspense.”—Kirkus Reviews “Hunter is a deft
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craftsman with a sure sense of pace and scene. He
also knows about irony and sprinkles just a bit
over every corpse.”—The Washington Post “Stephen
Hunter is the best writer of straight-out
thrillers working today.”—Rocky Mountain News
  Navy SEAL Sniper Glen Doherty,Brandon
Webb,2013-03-06 The Navy SEAL sniper is a mature,
intelligent shooter wholeverages technology to his
deadly advantage. He has spent thousands of
hourshoning his skills. He is a master of
concealment in all environments, from themountains
of Afghanistan to the crowded streets of Iraq. He
is trained inscience and left alone to create the
unique art of the kill. To the sniper,
thebattlefield is like a painter's blank canvas.
It is his job to utilize tools,training, and
creativity simultaneously to deliver devastating
psychologicalimpact upon the battlefield. And it
is he alone who is left with the intimacyof the
kill. In this complete practical guide for any
modernsniper, former Navy SEAL and military sniper
Brandon Webb reveals the tips andbasic training
necessary to become an efficient marksman.
Including details on advanced sniper trainingfor
maritime, helicopter, and urban sniper operations,
this updated editionalso touches on the latest
research, development, testing, and evaluation
ofsniper weapons systems and optics. From
trajectories and wind speed tocamouflage and best
vantage points and targets, Webb covers everything
anexpert sniper needs to know. This book is
suitable for gun enthusiasts,outdoorsmen, the
beginning sniper, and those with military
backgrounds.
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  What Video Games Have to Teach Us About Learning
and Literacy. Second Edition James Paul
Gee,2014-12-02 James Paul Gee begins his classic
book with I want to talk about video games--yes,
even violent video games--and say some positive
things about them. With this simple but explosive
statement, one of America's most well-respected
educators looks seriously at the good that can
come from playing video games. In this revised
edition of What Video Games Have to Teach Us About
Learning and Literacy, new games like World of
WarCraft and Half Life 2 are evaluated and
theories of cognitive development are expanded.
Gee looks at major cognitive activities including
how individuals develop a sense of identity, how
we grasp meaning, how we evaluate and follow a
command, pick a role model, and perceive the
world.
  The Ultimate Thief Jeremiah Mdlalose,Bob
Flournoy,2019-05 Jeremiah Mdlalose and Bob
Flournoy share their journey in discovering God's
purpose and plan for this hour.
  Sharpshooter David Healey,2007-11-01 1864,
General Ulysses S. Grant's Army of the Potomac is
positioned across the trenches from the remnants
of General Robert E. Lee's Army of Northern
Virginia. One major Union campaign will put the
Confederate capital into Yankee hands. Lucas Cole
is the best sharpshooter in the Confederate army,
his skills as a sniper almost legendary. Now Cole
has been assigned to his most challenging mission
yet-and General Ulysses S. Grant is his target.
With the help of a female Rebel spy, Lucas Cole
will attempt to alter the course of the war with a
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single bullet. Using an artfully planned
seduction, that spy will try to clear Cole's line
of fire. And with all his might, one man will
fight to prevent an assassination that could
ensure Confederate victory.
  Developing Games in Java David Brackeen,Bret
Barker,Laurence Vanhelsuwé,2004 Companion web site
available.
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